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Abstract: Micro鄄distance spectra splitting is a key technology for compact dual鄄band imaging system in

infrared field. Utilizing the Fresnel diffraction theory and angular spectrum theory, the diffractive

properties of dual鄄wavelength and wide angle light passing through stepped phase grating in fractional

Talbot distance were theoretically investigated. A typical scheme of imaging structure based on dual鄄array

detection pixels was set up, where two light beams with different wavelength incident after passing

through the stepped phase grating. The numerical simulation shows the splitting results of incident 4 滋m

and 4.5 滋m wavelength light with -30毅 to 30毅 angle, including the distribution of luminous intensity,

energy and signal鄄to鄄noise ratio on dual鄄array detection pixels. Our results are beneficial not only for

designing the compact dual鄄band optical imaging structure, but also for building up precision spectral

separating component.
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0 Introduction

Nowadays, infrared imaging in combination with

spectroscopic techniques has drawn much attention in

various scientific aspects ranging from astronomy to

biomedical engineering as a useful tools for precise

measurement [ 1 - 4 ] . Multispectral imaging technology

achieves target enhancement or internal structure

recognition relying on the particular spectral features

of objects[5-8]. An important infrared spectral region is

the mid鄄infrared 3 -14 滋m, as it is the home to

vibrational transitions of many important molecules as

well as the blackbody emission from biological and

mechanical objects over a wide range of temperatures,

which contains two atmospheric transmission windows

of 3-5 滋m and 8-13 滋m[9-10].

Dual鄄band infrared imaging system processes

much higher performance than single鄄band system,

which has the ability of combing the evaluation of

objects both in spatial and spectral dimensions [11 -12] .

Therefore, the spectrum of incident light must be

divided into two parts by a dichroic beam splitter and

then form different channels by filters. In order to

obtain the compact size splitter with high efficiency,

new methods for designing dual鄄wavelength separation

device are discussed. Since the time of J. Fraunhofer[13],

diffraction gratings have been used for light

decomposition in a very large number of various

applications. Spectral separation gratings as described

in this paper project two typical wavelength of mid鄄

infrared band simultaneously into the central

diffraction orders of the grating. The starting point for

the investigation of this grating is the concept of

blazed synthetic phase鄄only holograms in the form of

stepped phase functions[14].

As we know, diffraction of a grating at distances

expressed as fractions of the Talbot distance, results in

a superimposition of shifted and complex weighted

replicas of the original object, which is referred to as

the fractional Talbot effect [15-16]. Using this effect can

produce a lattice鄄structured phase鄄only distribution, to

convert a uniform plane wave into many concentrated

spots of light of equal intensity [17] , with little or no

energy loss in the conversion, which is the basic

principle of dual鄄wavelength separation. In its original

sense, the effect consists in the reproduction of the

lateral field distribution at periodic spatial intervals

along the axis of propagation of periodic wave field.

Here, it has been studied extensively by means of

Fresnel diffraction theory, angular spectrum analysis,

and other methods of modern wave optics.

In this paper, we present a general analysis of

dual鄄wavelength separation with certain incident angle

based on fractional Talbot effect and the simulation

shows its validity. The method showing how the

Fresnel diffraction theory and angular spectrum theory

combined with fractional Talbot effect principle can

be applied to separation of dual鄄wavelength light wave

with wide incident angle is described in detail in Sec.

II. More details of the method are given in Sec. III,

where a numerical analysis is applied to some

examples of light wave incoming on the stepped鄄phase

gratings. Finally, we discuss implications and future

directions for this work.

1 Theoretical model

It is the purpose of this section to research on a

one鄄dimensional Fresnel diffraction from a periodic

grating and the corresponding fractional Talbot effect

according to the Fresnel diffraction theory and angular

spectrum theory. We start by utilizing simple model to

describe the inputting light wave due to any complex

wave field can be expressed by linear combination of

the spherical wave. Based on the spherical wave and

plane wave diffraction theory, it is believed that

calculating the Fresnel diffraction should get same

results when we use Huygens鄄Fresnel principle or

Fourier plane wave theory. Therefore, by drawing the

angle parameter into the angular spectrum, complex

wavefront with wide incident angle is equivalent to

superposition of plane wave with single incident angle.
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To simplify the mathematical deduction process,

this article only discusses light separating process for

one鄄dimensional incident light with wide angle, where

the stepped phase grating is used as the device for

splitting light (shown in Fig.1(a)). Compared with other

phase gratings, the stepped phase grating conceptually

consists of a number of steps with widths close to the

wavelength of the diffracted light, and the

transmittance function as given by V. Arrizon[15,18], is

t(x)= rect
x
d蓸 蔀 exp(i )蓘 蓡窑1

d
comb

x
d蓸 蔀 (1)

where symbol (窑) represents convolution integral ,

=k (n-1), n represents the refractive index of grating

and k is wave vector of input light wave.

Fig.1 Diagram of imaging structure based on dual鄄array detection

pixels. (a) General view of phase grating separates two

beams with wavelength 1 and 2 in mid鄄infrared band,

in which incident angle is from 1 to 2. (b) Coordinate

system of detection pixels, which is divided into odd pixels

(-7.5 滋m+30窑l 滋m臆x臆7.5 滋m+30窑l 滋m, l is an integer)

and even pixels (7.5 滋m + 30窑l 滋m臆x臆22.5 滋m

+30窑l 滋m), respectively

t(x) can also be expressed as a Fourier series

t(x)=C1exp(i2仔fxx) (2)

where fx denotes the angle spectrum of grating and

C1=移
肄

l=-肄 [dgsinc [l窑g]exp[i ]]. In coefficient C1, the

variables are defined as follows: g = /d is the duty

ratio of grating, d is grating constant, is the width

of step, and l represents the number of grating period.

According to the Fresnel approximation, one鄄

dimensional plane wave propagating factor is always

written as exp(ikz)exp(-i仔 zf x
2

)(z denoting propagating

distance), where the previous item represents

propagating factor and the last item represents phase

factor. It is straightforward to see that in the

determining plane, as an constant value, exp(ikz) can

be ignored in our analysis. For the phase factor,

angular spectrum of plane wave with single incident

angle is given by fx =1cos /d, where represents

incident angle ranging from 1 to 2.

Considering the angular spectrum, the complex

amplitude distribution of outputting plane wave

becomes

t(x)=Cnexp
i2仔lcos( )x

d蓘 蓡 cos( ) (3)

The propagation factor of wave field propagating

from surface of grating (z=0) to z is

v(z,f)=exp(-i仔 zf2) (4)

After inverse Fourier transforming the product of

wave propagating factor and wave field distribution of

complex amplitude, we can obtain the amplitude

distribution of diffraction plane, which shows

u(x,z)=
肄

-肄
乙 T(f)v(z,f)exp(i2仔fx)df (5)

where T ( f ) is the Fourier transform of transmittance

function of wave field t(x)

T(f)=C1 f-
lcos( )
d蓘 蓡 cos( ) (6)

By filtered with sampling function, wave field

distribution u(x) can be shown as

u(x,z)=

l=肄

l=-肄

移b1exp(i )exp[-i2仔l2z/ZTcos( )]伊

exp[i2仔xl/dcos( )]cos( ) (7)

where b1 =
d

sinc
l
d蓘 蓡 and ZT is equal to 2d2/

representing Talbot distance.

Furthermore, it is also convenient to observe that

a lateral shift of d/2, along the x direction, is

equivalent to a shift of ZT/2 along the z axis. That is,

u(x+d/2,z)=u(x,z+ZT/2) (8)

which illustrate the function u (x) having a transverse
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cycle ad and even symmetry.

Considering the superposition of multi鄄angle

incident plane wave, Eq.(7) can be expressed as

u(x,z, , )=
2

1

移
l=肄

l=-肄

移b1exp(i )exp[-i2仔l2z/ZTcos( )]伊

exp[-i2仔xl/dcos( )]cos( ) (9)

which is a comprehensive expression of diffractive

field from grating.

The Sinc function in Eq. (9) represents the

diffractive field formed by single step, when standard

rectangular wave field can be composed by

superposition of numerous sampling function.

Additionally, the broadening of rectangular wave field

can be managed by the duty ratio g of grating, due to

the reason that the bandwidth of sampling function is

always determined by duty ratio g. For the equidistant

separation of dual鄄wavelength case shown in Fig.1 (a),

the duty ratio g=1/2 is a reasonable choice. =2仔(n-

1)h/ is the function of step height h and wavelength

, whose value does not vary with x in the detection

plane. In order to achieve the 1/2 duty cycle of

imaging plane, should be taken 仔/2 in our stepped

phase grating . The main purpose of the function

exp -i仔 zn
2

d2
cos2蓘 蓡 in Eq.(9) is to correct the parameter

of wave field along the z -axis direction, which is

able to take the fixed value when the z plane and

incident angle are both determined. The grating period

is set at 30 滋m, which corresponds to one odd pixel

(-7.5 滋m+30窑l 滋m臆x臆7.5 滋m+30窑l 滋m, l is an

integer) and one even pixel (7.5 滋m + 30窑l 滋m臆x臆

22.5滋m+30窑l滋m) in image plane (Shown in Fig.1(b)).

As a light separation device for imaging system,

we are more concerned about the energy of light

wave falling into the odd and even pixels. Therefore,

we respectively define the energy of light wave

incoming on the surface of an odd and even detection

pixel as follows

Eodd(x,z, , )=
15 滋m

0 滋m
乙

(7.5+30窑1) 滋m

(-7.5+30窑1) 滋m
乙

2

1
乙 |U(x,z, , )cos |2

dydxd (10)

Eeven(x,z, , )=
15 滋m

0 滋m
乙

(22.5+30窑1) 滋m

(-7.5+30窑1) 滋m
乙

2

1
乙 |U(x,z, , )cos |2

dydxd (11)

Another parameter we focus on is signal鄄to鄄noise

ratio (SNR) of outputting light falling on odd pixels

and even pixels, which illustrates the splitting effect of

device. We define the ratio of energy of light wave

with wavelength 1 (signal) to energy of light wave

with wavelength 2 (noise) incoming on the surface of

an odd detection pixel, which can be expressed as

SNRodd=
Eodd( 1)
Eodd( 2)

(12)

Meanwhile, the ratio of energy of light wave

with wavelength 2 (signal) to energy of light wave

with wavelength 1 (noise) incoming on the surface of

an even detection pixel can be expressed as

SNReven=
Eeven( 1)
Eeven( 2)

(13)

In this section, we have presented the basic

theory of light wave separation using stepped phase

grating in the fractional Talbot distance. We first

consider the analytical expression of light wave

passing through the stepped phase grating with multi

incident angle. We next consider the light splitting

effect in our designed grating, including the energy of

light falling on detection pixels and signal鄄to鄄noise

ratio of odd pixels and even pixels, respectively.

2 Results and analysis

The aim of this section is to show that the

effect of light separation with dual鄄wavelength( 1=4滋m

and 2 =4.5 滋m) plane wave illumination, when the

parameters of grating is d=30 滋m and g=0.5. ZT1 and

ZT2, denoting the Talbot distance of light with

wavelength 1 and 2, are 450 滋m and 400 滋m,

respectively. We consider the best case is all the light

with wavelength 1 incoming on odd pixels and all the

light with wavelength 2 incoming on even pixels,

simultaneously.

We will now test the approach presented in the

previous sections by considering some simple cases of

incident light, including the case of vertically incident

light, single angle incident light and wide angle

incident light. The parameters of typical infrared

optical we selected, including F number F#=2, focal
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z=0 changed to z=ZT1.

The cases we are more concerned about is the

regulation of energy fell onto the detection pixels,

whose area is exact 15 滋m 伊15 滋m no matter odd

pixel or even pixel. In Fig.3, the energy of light

detected E versus the propagation z are plotted, when

the Fig.3 (a) and Fig.3 (b) are related to odd pixels

and even pixels, respectively. We also observed that

the energy of light with wavelength 1(solid line) and

2 (dotted line) changes with period of ZT1 and ZT2,

respectively. It is also worth noting that the position

Fig.3 (a) Energy of light wave incoming on the surface of an odd

detection pixel Eodd versus the propagating distance z,

(b) energy of light wave incoming on the surface of an

even detection pixel Eeven versus the propagating distance

z. The solid line represents the energy from light wave

with wavelength 1, the dashed line represents the energy

from light wave with wavelength 2

0220003-5

Fig.2 Relative intensity I versus pixel coordinate x, when light wave ( 1=4 滋m) vertically incident in surface of grating ( =0毅).

In the picture (a)-(f), we varied the propagating distance z from 0 to ZT1

length f=160mm, field of view =2.2毅 and wavelength

of incident light in the range of 3.7 -4.8 滋m, decide

the biggest angle of incident light approach to 30毅.

The examples of numerical simulation are as

follows, including vertically incident light, single angle

incident light and wide angle incident light.

2.1 Vertically incident light

In this subsection, we give a simple assumption

that light in mid鄄infrared band is vertically incoming

on grating. The distribution of light intensity( 1=4 滋m)

along the x axis is represented in Fig.2. It is made of

(a) -(f) figures, whose propagation distance z varies

from 0 to ZT1. The showing of Fig.2 (a) and Fig.2(e),

z =0 and z =ZT1/2, prove the characteristics of u (x,z)

written in Eq. (7). We also found that the style of

Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(h) is identical, when the parameter
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appearing the maximum value of solid curve occurs a

deviation from the position appearing the minimum

value of dotted curve due to the different value of ZT1

and ZT2, which will bring a little difficulties for

choosing the optimal z value for completely separating

dual鄄wavelength light wave.

A plot of the SNR of detection pixels as a

function of distance z is given in Fig.4, where the

light with wavelength 1 and 2 represents the signal

Fig.4 Signal鄄to鄄noise ratio of detection pixels. Solid line and

dashed line represent the value of SNRodd and SNReven,

respectively

and noise of odd pixel, respectively, vice versa. As

shown in Fig.3, the maximum of SNR commonly

depends on the minimum noise value of energy on

pixels and where it appears. Fig.4 also shows the

locations of maximum SNR of odd and even pixels

are different, where the value of maximum SNR

approach to 100 and 200, respectively. We now want

to find the best SNR of odd pixels and even pixels

whose z value is around the 1 140 滋m, and its value

is about 10.

2.2 Single angle incident light

In this case, another example that we can

mention is the light wave incident with 10毅 , 20毅 and

30毅 incident angles. We will now test the approach

presented in the previous sections by describing the

regular of light intensity, energy distribution and

signal鄄to鄄noise ratio after light wave passing through

stepped gratings. Figure 5 shows one鄄dimensional

spatial distribution characteristics of relative light

intensity in various fractional Talbot distances.

Fig.5 Relative intensity I versus pixel coordinate x, when incident angle of light wave ( 1=4 滋m) is fixed at = 10毅 (green solid line),

= 20毅 (purple solid line) and =30毅 (red solid line), respectively. In the picture (a)-(f), we varied the propagating distance

z from 0 to 4/3窑ZT1

0220003-6
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Fig.7 Signal鄄to鄄noise ratio of detection pixels, with 10毅(Fig.7(a)), 20毅(Fig.7(b)) and 30毅(Fig.7(c)) incident angle, respectively.

In each picture, the solid line represents the value of SNRodd, while the dashed line represents the value of SNReven.

According to the results shown, we found that various

incident angles have different properties, and light

wave with 30毅 have the identical one鄄dimensional

spatial distribution while the z=0 and z=4/3窑ZT1.

It is worth noting that, in view of Fig.6, energy

of light wave incoming on the surface of an odd

(even) pixel varied by specific period, while the

period of incident light with 30毅 has the maximum

value. The amplitude of curve is sorted as, 10毅

incident light is biggest, 20毅 incident light is second

and 30毅 incident light is smallest.

Fig.6 (a) Energy of light wave incoming on the surface of an odd

detection pixel Eodd versus the propagating distance z;

(b) energy of light wave incoming on the surface of an

even detection pixel Eeven versus the propagating distance z.

The solid line, purple line and line represents the

energy from 1 wavelength light wave with 10毅, 20毅 and

30毅 incident angle, respectively. The dashed green line,

purple line and red line represents the energy from

2 wavelength light wave with 10毅, 20毅 and 30毅 incident

angle, respectively

Let us then examine the signal鄄to鄄noise ratio

case (Fig.7), when the light incident angle at 10毅, 20毅

and 30毅, respectively. In Fig.7(a), the value of SNRodd(even)

has the similar style of curve shown in Fig.4, whose

maximum value approaches to 200 and has very small

bandwidth. However, in Fig.7(b) and Fig.7(c), the value

of SNReven tends to decrease when the incident angle

fixed at 20毅 and 30毅 , respectively. We can draw a

conclusion that the value of SNRodd and SNReven

become imbalanced with the increase of the incident

angle, which is very unfavorable for light splitted by

stepped phase gratings.

2.3 Wide angle incident light

In this subsection, three important properties of

the splitted light wave when the incident angle

ranging from -30毅 to 30毅 are investigated. Compared

to curves of light wave with 0毅 incident angle (Fig.2)

and 10毅 incident angle (Fig.5 (a)), the relative

intensity I with multi incident angle as a function of

coordinate x is relative complicated. We just find that

the curves in Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(f) are similar, when

the difference of value z is 5/12窑ZT1. In addition, we

also find the 仔 phase difference between Fig. 8 (d)

and Fig. 8(g), when the difference of z value is 1/2窑

ZT1.
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Fig.8 Relative intensity I versus detection pixel coordinate x, when incident angle of light wave ( 1=4 滋m) ranging from

=-30毅 to = 30毅. In the pictures (a)-(f), we varied the propagating distance z from 0 to 4/3窑ZT1

Fig.9 clearly gives that energy of light wave

incoming on the surface of an odd (even) detection

pixels Eodd(even) varying in the period of Talbot distances

ZT1 and ZT2. However, as the distance z becomes large,

the amplitudes of Eodd(even) decreases continuously, which

illustrates the effect of spectral separation effect

becomes poor at the condition of multi鄄angle incident

light. On the other hand, the best value of SNRodd and

SNReven approximately reduce to 4 due to the mixing

of different angles of incident light (Shown in Fig.10).

Fig.9 (a) With incident angle ranging from -30毅 to 30毅, energy of

light wave incoming on the surface of an odd detection pixel

Eodd versus the propagating distance z; (b) with incident

angle ranging from -30毅 to 30毅, energy of light wave

incoming on the surface of an even detection pixel Eeven

versus the propagating distance z. The solid orange line and

dashed orange line represents the energy from 1 wavelength

and 2 wavelength light wave, respectively

Fig.10 Signal鄄to鄄noise ratio of detection pixels when the incident

angle of light wave ranging from -30毅 to 30毅. Solid and

dashed orange line represents the curve of SNRodd and

SNReven, respectively

3 Conclusion

In summary, we have theoretically presented

spectral separation properties of stepped phase grating

under wide incident angle conditions. Some interesting

properties which were not pay close attention before

being found, including intensity and energy

distribution of light field and signal鄄to鄄noise ratio of

detection pixels along the propagation direction in

micro鄄distance. Numerical simulation results show the

validity of fractional Talbot effect used for separating

light with high isolates degree, although the optimum
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fractional Talbot distance should be chosen.

A main field of application of the spectral

separation gratings may be the multi-spectral imaging

technologies. Applications may also be found in the

general field of spectrographic analysis and spectrum

measurement. And we also suggest that the application

of field relating to a variety of areas within diffractive

optics promises accurate analysis and high鄄

performance designs.
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